The **Dean’s Circle** at UC San Diego Rady School of Management is a philanthropic leadership society for alumni, community leaders, and changemakers who are dedicated to advancing Rady’s mission while strengthening ties between the school and the broader business community.

As the business school of UC San Diego, we at the Rady School believe in the power of rigorous discovery. Our STEM-designated programs are intensely hands-on, innovation-focused, and inspired by our faculty’s cutting-edge research. We aim to contribute to a more equitable, knowledgeable, and prosperous society as we advance business by generating meaningful research and educating principled, innovative leaders.

The Dean’s Circle plays a crucial role in ensuring Rady’s continued success as a training ground for the next generation of business leaders. Through their support of graduate fellowships, Dean’s Circle members provide access to educational opportunities and recognize outstanding students that personify the Rady School’s core values of innovation, impact, collaboration, integrity, risk-taking and cultivating diversity in business.

“As a member of Rady’s inaugural class, I’m committed to increasing access to a terrific Rady education and improving career outcomes for Rady graduates through my philanthropy. Together, we can ensure Rady remains at the forefront of shaping tomorrow’s business leaders.”
- Martin Sabarsky (MBA’06), Chair of the Dean’s Circle

At UC San Diego, we believe that what we don’t know today will forever change our tomorrows. Empowered by generosity and fueled by curiosity, we are unafraid to chase the unknown — to ask the questions no one has asked before and to push the boundaries of possibility. Together, we unite diverse people and unconventional perspectives to propel limitless impact. Because we know that when we come together, nothing is beyond us.
EMPOWERING FUTURE LEADERS

By joining the Dean’s Circle, you will have the opportunity to:

» Network with your philanthropic peers – including highly engaged alumni and business leaders – at special events and on-campus engagement opportunities

» Increase the value of a Rady degree by supporting graduate fellowships, which have a direct impact on school rankings and Rady’s reputation

» See the impact of your support during visits to campus and meet Rady students who benefit from fellowship support

» Receive personal contact from Rady, including regular updates from campus and an insider’s view into new programs and initiatives

» Be recognized for your support in various Rady communications.

LEVELS OF LEADERSHIP

Individuals may join the Dean’s Circle by making gifts totaling $2,500 or more to the Rady Graduate Fellowships Fund within a single fiscal year.

Dean’s Circle members receive recognition at the following levels.

» Member: $2,500 annually
» Investor: $5,000 annually
» Innovator: $10,000 annually
» Partner: $25,000 annually
» Visionary: $50,000 annually

IMPACT AND TRADITION

Your investment in excellence will help broaden access to a stellar graduate business education for generations of future leaders. As we celebrate Rady’s 20th anniversary, we invite you to help build a tradition of support and involvement in our Rady community.

Together with your philanthropic support, we can continue to empower our graduate students at the Rady School of Management with fellowships while being the place where education passes along a spirit of curiosity and boldness to question tradition.

Learn more at giving.ucsd.edu.
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